Enjoy Night Attractions!

Operating
Period

November 10 (Sat.) to
March 3 (Sun.), 2019

* Refer to the oﬃcial website for operating days and hours, illumination times, and other information
(the park is closed on certain days).

White Lantasia Admission

Seibuen yuenchi

On sale from 16:00

Park entry + Limited all-you-can-ride attractions (ages 0-2: free)

Large Ferris Wheel

600 yen

(Children younger than school age must be accompanied by
a guardian.)

Gyro Tower

Adults (middle school students and older)
2,200 yen

500 yen

(Children younger than school age must be accompanied by
a guardian.)

Children (age 3 through elementary school)
1,600 yen

Next to the Amusement Park
Tama Lake Shore Japanese Inn
Serving Chinese Cuisine

Kikusuitei
Octopus

400 yen

(Minimum height of 100 cm; those under 120 cm must be
accompanied by an individual of at least middle school age.)

Viking

500 yen

(Minimum height of 110 cm; those under 120 cm must be
accompanied by a guardian.)

Six newly renovated
rooms on the 5th ﬂoor
A relaxing ﬂoor with
modern Japanese ﬂair

Expansive hospitality
closer to the lake

Opens
Saturday, Nov. 3

Reservations and inquiries: TEL. (04) 2925-7111
Free
Registration!

Merry-Go-Round

400 yen

(All children up to age 4 must be accompanied by a guardian.
* Children age 2 and older may ride the animals; infants and
children of any age may ride in the carriages.)

Hello Kitty Train

400 yen

Visit REC My Page for information on enjoying Seibu Railway
line leisure facilities at a discount. * Privileges vary from season to season.

Privileges for Registered Members

Get discount coupons
and special services!

(All children up to age 3 must be accompanied by an
individual of at least middle school age)

* Check the restrictions that apply to the attraction before attempting to ride.
Attractions may be suspended for maintenance inspections or for other reasons.

Rest Easy with Kids or Babies!
Renovated for convenience based on parent feedback

Infant Care and Rest Area

Families with children younger than school age can
use this area to rest, nurse, or change diapers.
■ In front of the Gyro Tower entrance

Nursing Room

Warm and cold water is available for making baby
formula.
■ In Märchen Town

Stroller Rentals
Baby/Kids Merchandise Sold

500 yen/day + 500 yen deposit
* The deposit is refunded when the stroller is returned.
■ At West Entrance and Central Entrance
Diapers, raincoats, apparel, and other items are available
for purchase.
■ Märchen Shop

Kids Restrooms

■ Next to Magic Mirror Maze

Father’s Diaper-Changing Station

■ Next to Magic Mirror Maze

■ Next to Gyro Tower

■ In Märchen Town

* Men’s/women’s bathroom

* Infant safety seats available

REC My Page

White Lantasia: A World of Snow and Ice

Access

Make online reservations
for Seibu line restaurants!

Seibu Railway

JR Chuo Line
Car

Register
here!
ht t ps : //w w w.seibure c - my page.jp/

Transfer at Kodaira Station on Shinjuku Line
Transfer at Hagiyama Station on Tamako Line
In front of Seibu-Yuenchi Station and Yuenchi-Nishi Station
on Yamaguchi Line (Leo Liner)

Transfer at Nishi-Tokorozawa on Ikebukuro Line
Transfer at Seibu-Kyujo-mae on Sayama Line
In front of Yuenchi-Nishi Station on Yamaguchi Line (Leo Liner)

From Kokubunji Station to area in front of Seibu-Yuenchi
Station on Tamako Line
Approx. 17 minutes direct by train

Approx. 12 km (~30 minutes) from Kanetsu Expressway Tokorozawa IC
Approx. 10 km (~20 minutes) from Kenoudo Expressway Iruma IC

Visitors with strollers or wheelchairs and arriving by train should disembark
at Yuenchi-Nishi Station on the Yamaguchi Line. Use the West Entrance.

* Seibu Amusement Park bars admission to individuals associated with organized crime groups, aﬃliates of such groups,
and those with tattoos of whatever form. If admitted to the park in error, such individuals will be compelled to leave.
* All prices listed on this guide map include tax. * All photos are for illustrative purposes only.
* They may diﬀer from the actual park.

Yamaguchi 2964, Tokorozawa City,
Saitama Prefecture, 359-1145
Inquiries: TEL. (04) 2922-1371

Seibuenyuenchi illumi

Search

A NeverBefore-Seen Fantasy
Composed of Some
200 Lanterns
Illuminations Up to
Four Meters High！

Kirin Beer Presents Co-sponsored by Kirin Brewery
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Ice Labyrinth

4

This sparkling crystal
labyrinth enclosed by ice
walls features ice cream cone
sculptures and a hidden
spot, located partway
through the maze, for taking
photos.

～A World of Snow and Ice～

This area recreates the
atmosphere of a deep
snow-bound forest. The
Japanese monster tree, ice
ﬂowers, snow ﬂowers,
crystals, and other features
create a calm and tranquil
space. Experience a moment
of fantasy surrounded by light.

Tamako Line
Seibu-Yuenchi Station

WHITE LANTASIA, a new winter tradition, is here.
A recreation of A World of Snow and Ice, this Festival
of Light features some 200 lanterns. There’s even a
giant lantern around four meters high. Enjoy the
spectacular sight of a never-before-seen landscape of
light.

Snow Forêt

Large Ferris Wheel
ates
Central Entrance G

Coin lockers

Smoking
area

3F Mon Vert Restaurant
2F Jingisukin
(lamb restaurant)

1F Infant Care and Rest Station

Magic Mirror Maze

* Not in operation

Nursing Room

Märchen town

Märchen
Snacks
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Märchen Shop
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Snow Ciel
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Snow Legend

This collection of winter
constellations depicts
northern lights streaming
down on the polar region.
Look up to take in the
sparkling winter sky.

Hello Kitty Train
Entrance

Hello Kitty
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Merry-Go-Round
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1
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This area features various
legendary beasts of winter,
including a snow dragon,
Pegasus the winged horse,
and a yeti. Here you’ll also
encounter a snowy owl,
harbinger of good fortune.

Polar Ocean

Oﬃcial Inn of Seibu Amusement Park

Inspired by the polar sea and featuring high waves and icebergs,
this is the place to go to encounter polar bears, penguins,
whales, and more.

This snow tunnel leads visitors into
the world of White Lantasia.
Experience a dazzling stroll through
a tunnel of countless lights.

Baby beds

Wheelchair
accessible
restroom
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Snow Corridor

Snacks

First aid

Octopus
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Restrooms

Viking

Warming Tent

2

Nursing
Room

Restaurant

Gyro Tower
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Snow JOY

Featuring colors and motions that
shift and change as visitors move
about, this mysterious area is a joy for
everyone, from children to adults.
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Snow Chateau

This area is inspired by the world of “The
Snow Queen” by Hans Christian Andersen.
Swans ﬂoat in a moat around the ancient
castle’s garden near a snow-covered castle
and castle town houses standing in rows.

We recommend
starting from
the West Entrance
gates!

Kikusuitei
Dining

Recommended
Route

Accommodations

es
West Entrance Gat

Yamaguchi Line
Yuenchi-Nishi Station
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